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CAUTION: Please read this manual completely before attempting 
to install, operate or service this equipment

Tool Required - Not Included
Phillips Screwdriver 
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Installation and Operation of: Hera Light Fixture Replacement

LIGHT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

• Turn the unit off, disconnect the power source and allow unit to come to room               
temperature before performing any service or maintenance on the following units.

• Remove food product from area under lights to avoid possible food contamination. 
• Close Day Covers, if applicable.
NOTE: Failure to observe may result in damage to the equipment and/or severe bodily injury 
              or death.

PURSE RAIL

Using a Phillips screwdriver remove the screws and 
angle brackets holding the lights in place.
NOTE:
Start at the outside end and unscrew the first light 
fixture. Continue until light or lights needing 
replaced are removed.

NOTICE: The old style 
adapter  with the spade 
connections are no longer 
available. If you have the old 
style lights they will need to 
be replaced so the new 
connectors will work.

Step 2 -  Removal of old light

STEP 1
Unplug the power for the unit you are working on.  
This will disconnect the power to the lights.

HOT FOOD UNIT

COLD PAN UNIT

Discontinued
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Installation and Operation of: Hera Light Fixture Replacement

LIGHT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS - continued

DAY COVER LIGHTS

Unhook the power cord from the end of the light 
fixture.

Step 3 -  Separating the lights

Remove the connector holding the lights together.

Step 4 -  Reconnect the new lights

Using the connectors reconnect the new lights.
NOTE: One (1) connector comes with kit.

Step 5 -  Power cord connector

If the light being replaced has a power cord 
connected to it, the connector must be replaced 
(included in kit)

Step 6 -  Re-Install Lights

Re-install light in reverse order of removing them.

Step 2 -  Removal power cord

Step 3 -  Removal of old light

Remove the light fixture by grasping both ends and 
tilt the fixture down in clips and pull out of two 
metal or plastic spring clips.

Step 4 -  Separating the lights

Remove the connector holding the lights together.
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Installation and Operation of: Hera Light Fixture Replacement`
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LIGHT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS - continued
Step 5 -  Reconnect the new lights

Using the connectors reconnect the new lights.
NOTE: One (1) connector comes with kit.

Step 6 -  Power cord connector

If the light being replaced has a power cord 
connected to it, the connector must be replaced 
(included in kit)

Step 7 -  Re-Install Lights

Re-install light in reverse order of removing them.


